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Analytics. Recommendation. Action.

Your Network
Has Changed
Our customers tell us their
networks are getting more complex
every day. More locations, more
apps, more users, more devices –
more problems.
Whether you’re an enterprise, an
educational institution or a service
provider, the problems you deal
with on a day to day basis are
getting harder to solve. Traditional
WAN solutions weren’t designed
to solve problems in the cloud, or
on mobile devices or for streaming
video. Traditional solutions just
aren’t enough anymore to control
WAN costs, troubleshoot network
problems quickly, prioritize
resources for key applications,
support critical IT projects and
ensure users make appropriate
use of the network.
We designed Exinda Network
Orchestrator to help you solve the
problems you face in your network
today – not 10 years ago.

“

A change in approach is needed to
proactively manage today’s network.
As a result of increased user and
application complexity, solving our
most pressing IT problems is becoming
a bigger challenge. To pragmatically
solve network management issues,
IT needs to think beyond traditional
WAN solution approaches. Network
managers must intelligently coordinate
all aspects of their WAN environment.”
Zeus Kerravala, Principal Analyst at ZK Research

				

Exinda’s Orchestration Solution
Exinda Network Orchestrator is the world’s first solution designed to coordinate
users, devices, applications and activities across all your network locations. It is
designed to help Network Managers and Administrators solve their most pressing
IT problems in today’s complex network. Traditional WAN solutions are no longer
able to address the scope and complexity of the challenges we face in the modern
network environment.
Exinda’s award winning technology combines real time monitoring, best in
class analytics, purpose-built reports, an intelligent recommendation engine
and powerful actions like shaping and optimization. Our integrated feature set
was architected to address the new set of problems networks are facing, and to
coordinate the chaos in your IT environment.
See how Exinda’s Network Orchestrator is helping over 3,500 companies around
the world orchestrate their networks.

Key Benefits
TROUBLESHOOT PROBLEMS FASTER
Network administrators using Exinda diagnose and resolve problems 3X faster.
Troubleshooting issues with our intuitive library of purpose built reports, powerful
analytics and innovative recommendation engine makes finding and fixing
network issues easier.

REDUCE OVERALL NETWORK COSTS
Exinda customers typically lower WAN costs by up to 40%. After 90 days using
Exinda you will be able to defer your next bandwidth upgrade, make your users
more productive, improve voice and video quality, and make applications faster.
All of which will lower your overall network costs.

ENSURE RESOURCES FOR KEY APPLICATIONS
Network managers using Exinda meet application SLAs every time and can reduce
user complaints by up to 75%. With Exinda you have visibility into how every
application is performing and how resources are being consumed, as well as the
power to guarantee bandwidth for your most important apps.

ENFORCE APPROPRIATE USE OF THE NETWORK
Immediately stop peer to peer and streaming video from hogging your bandwidth. With Exinda, you can easily find recreational traffic, identify problem users,
web sites and applications, and apply policies to control who and what can use
bandwidth on your network.

SUPPORT CRITICAL IT PROJECTS
Make data center recovery, consolidation and unified communications projects
more efficient. With Exinda you get insight and analytics to understand how your
network will react to change and the ability to adjust policies to accommodate
new usage patterns and applications.
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Key Features
REAL TIME MONITORING

RECOMMENDATION ENGINE

Monitor the health of your
network in real time. Gain insight
into the amount of resources being
consumed by all users, applications,
locations and devices across
the network.

Our patent-pending recommendation engine studies patterns and
changes in your network. It discovers
potential problems before they occur
and automatically makes suggestions
to repair issues, adjust policies, and
optimize network performance.

INTERACTIVE ANALYTICS

POLICY BASED SHAPING

Analyze, and inspect application
traffic at layer 7 so you can troubleshoot issues quickly when they arise.
View innovative dashboards to see
network activities across all users,

Our award winning traffic shaping
technology lets you prioritize how
and when users, applications and
web sites consume bandwidth on
your network. Integration with Active
Directory means you can control
bandwidth by user, group and
location as well.

applications, devices, and locations.
Model and interact with data to
better understand the health of your
network and critical applications.

Real Time Monitoring

PURPOSE BUILT REPORTS

APPLICATION ACCELERATION

Browse our solution center featuring
a library of reports designed to help
solve your most important IT issues.
View a catalogue of reports for WAN
Planning, Application Performance,
Network Governance and Critical
IT Projects.

Make sure your applications always
deliver a great user experience.
Premise, cloud and mobile apps all
need to deliver reliable performance
for your business to run smoothly.
Our acceleration technology makes
sure your business-critical apps are
always lightning fast.

Recommendation Engine

Central Management

The Exinda Difference

Exinda Network Orchestrator is truly unique. It was designed from
the ground up to solve the problems networks are facing today –
not 10 years ago. Unlike traditional WAN Optimization appliances
that only focus on making the network faster, Exinda’s unique WAN
Orchestration solution focuses on making the network more reliable,
more productive and faster too. Our central management system lets
you control your entire network estate from one central console.
Exinda provides the only solution on the market that combines
Analytics, Recommendation and Action all in one platform.

To Learn More
Exinda Network Orchestrator is designed to scale to fit your business needs. We have solutions for the smallest branch office
and the largest data center. Exinda is the leading global supplier of WAN Orchestration solutions. Exinda enables educators,
enterprises and service providers to ensure a predictable user experience for strategic business applications through policy-based
shaping, actionable analytics, and automated recommendations. Learn more about Exinda Network Orchestrator
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